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Note from Rachel McRobb  

CEO SLCS 
 

 
Dear SLCS friends and supporters, 

A good friend recently said ‘Rach, I haven’t received a newsletter from you in a while’! So I 

must start by apologizing for this. It’s been a huge year and we have done so much that I 

literally could not muster the creativity to do one in between all the field work, building, 

donor visits, meetings, reports and grant writing. However the rains have finally come, 

things have calmed down a bit for me and I can now sit down and tell you most of our news 

in brief. 

This year is SLCSs official 10th anniversary and I feel something akin to family pride. I am 

privileged to have been part of this journey from the beginning and thankful for all the 

opportunities it has given me and for all we have been able to put back in to Luangwa. I am 

also thrilled that so many of our original staff are still with us, men and women who have 

grown SLCS and made it what it is today and I thank them all. One person who was 

instrumental in SLCS since its inception was Amon Banda, our accountant. Tragically he 

suffered a stroke and passed away this year. Although his position has been replaced by an 

excellent candidate, he will always leave a large gap as he was so much more to us. 

The country wide hunting ban this year continues to present us with many challenges but 

we also received considerable support from donors, most especially Mfuwe Lodge and the 

Bush Camp Company in order to try and tackle some of the repercussions. This support 

enabled us to renovate a key ZAWA scout camp, procure two new vehicles for patrols, 

install a new radio system, conduct a refresher scout training course for 70 scouts, employ 

more scouts and conduct a specialized GIS training course, all at a large financial cost. 

One of the highlights this year was a trial snare detection dog survey in partnership with 

Working Dogs for Conservation (Montana). I was lucky to share my house and my own dog 

and cats with seven people and four dogs for a month. The survey was fascinating and 

watching the dogs and scouts work together was incredible. The survey was an introduction 

to Zambia and in 2014 we intend to implement a detection dog unit for wildlife contraband. 

SLCS and the Zambian Carnivore Program continue to collaborate in many aspects of our 

work and in addition to joint scientific publications, operating and owning an aircraft we 

have employed a full time Zambian veterinarian to assist both projects in research and 

snare removals.  We are delighted to welcome Dr. Mwamba Sichande on our teams. 

We also managed to rehabilitate the Old Kakumbi airstrip inside the park, construct a 

hangar, scout house and install a borehole at the strip. This in itself was a feat, as acquiring 

permission for this to happen took six months. Our plane is now based inside the park. 

I hope you enjoy reading the rest of our news in more detail. To our old friends and 

supporters, thank you for believing in our work and for your ten years of support and to our 

new ones, long may it last. 

Rachel, Benson and SLCS. 

 

 

 

 

 

         

      

 
Forestry and Fisheries Patrols 



The current poaching situation 

- Benson Kanyembo, SLCS Operations 

Manager 

Anti-poaching operations still remain a big challenge 

in the South Luangwa valley. The land use program 

and allocation of plots for building has much to be 

desired. The population is growing at a faster rate and 

people are building in the animal corridors and as a result the human-animal 

conflicts will continue to exit. Most of the local poachers have resorted to wire 

snaring and instead of catching the intended antelopes; other animals like 

elephants, lions, leopards, giraffes, hyenas and African wild dogs are caught up in 

these snares which is now the biggest challenge. As a result of this snaring SLCS 

continues to immobilize and treat animals with man inflicted injuries.  

Operations Manager SLCS & Ranger Operations SLAMU have been planning, 
coordinating, and working together in all the law enforcement activities. Three 
wet season fly camps in Luamfwa, Mwamba and Kapamba will be established and 
deployed in December for the duration of 4 to 5 months depending on the river 
and roads accessibility. SLCS supported Scouts with ZAWA officers are trying by all 
means to combat law enforcement activities within and out of the Luangwa valley 
and below is the table of SLCS supported patrol results this year.  

 
 
 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 1:  SLCS supported village scout patrol results Jan – Oct 2013 

(LP-Long patrol, SP-Short patrol, DP-Day patrol, DR- Drying rack) 

Month LP SP DP Snares Forest Ops Suspects Firearms  Ammunition Net 

Jan –  
Oct 
 

70 17 123 1018 36 124 54 359 87 

             

 

    

                      

 

 

 

 

With generous 

support from; 



 

In-service refresher scout training, supported 

by CSEF and Mfuwe Lodge. 

In June and July this year we conducted 2 x 3 week refresher scout training courses for all our sponsored 

village scouts and some selected ZAWA scouts which totaled 70. Senior Instructor Tembwe Lungu and 

SLCS Benson Kanyembo conducted the training with external support from Mike Labuschagne. The 

course resulted in a team of motivated and disciplined officers who were reminded of field tactics and 

techniques, discipline and physical fitness. 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

  

 

 

 

Lusangazi Scout Camp We have 

completed renovations of Lusangazi scout 

camp in the southern region of the park. This 

included 8 scout houses, a radio control room 

and one garage. Most of the Malama village 

scouts are now living there, with an SLCS 

vehicle based at the camp for patrols, an SLCS 

driver and an SLCS supported scout. Improved 

results are already being observed from the 

camp. Thank you to Mfuwe Lodge for funding 

this. 

 



 

  
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

    

               

This project was the first ever use of detection dogs 

to find snares and assist in wire-snare anti-

poaching efforts in the field. Detection dogs are 

increasingly being used around the world to assist 

in conservation and wildlife work as their ability to 

detect and discriminate odor has made them 

invaluable in forensics work. Three detection dog / 

handler teams from the US and South Africa tested 

the abilities of trained dogs and handlers to assist 

anti-poaching patrols to detect snares in the 

Lupande Game Management Area (GMA) 

bordering South Luangwa National Park in South 

Luangwa Valley, Zambia. Working Dogs for 

Conservation (WDC) and South Luangwa 

Conservation Society (SLCS), working with Zambian 

Wildlife Authority (ZAWA) scouts, patrolled areas 

of the GMA based on random surveys and 

intelligence-based surveys. Dogs assisted scouts in 

detecting and removing snares from all types of 

habitat in the Luangwa Valley over 24 survey-days 

of patrols. The results indicated that dogs were 

extremely valuable in assisting scouts to detect 

snares in an area already identified by scouts but in 

no way proved to be more efficient in initially 

finding snares. In 2014 we will be collaborating 

with ZAWA and WDC on implementing a detection 

dog unit in Luangwa for wildlife contraband. 

 

DETECTION DOG  

SNARE SURVEY 

Random transects 

Wicket is very pleased with herself for 

finding a snare 

Megan Parker, Sailota 

Kumwenda and Peppin on 

transects 

Elias Zulu and Peppin working 



Meet Dr. Sichande, 

SLCS/ZCP veterinarian 

 

Due to new regulations within the Veterinary Council, 

the increase in the number of snared animals to attend 

to in Luangwa and the large study area the Zambia 

Carnivore Program work in, we decided to employ a full 

time Zambian veterinarian.  After advertising, interviews 

were conducted in Lusaka with a panel of experts and 

Dr. Mwamba Sichande came out on top. This is 

Mwamba’s first real exposure to wildlife work and in the 

past four months he has been exposed to lots of it. This 

has included the immobilization of many different 

species for snare removal including elephants, lions, 

hyaena, buffalo, giraffe and the immobilization of 

wildlife for research purposes including wild dog. 

Mwamba’s unassuming and quiet but confident manner 

makes him an ideal vet for this type of work. Of course a 

full time vet adds to our annual costs but this is 

generously being fully covered by Dazzle Africa and by 

RSPCA through the Zambian Carnivore Program. Snaring 

has drastically increased this year in Luangwa so we are 

grateful we have a full time vet on our team. When Dr. 

Sichande is not working with wildlife, he spends time  

      conducting community vaccination and spay campaigns. 

 

Dr. Sichande amputates the tip of an 

elephants trunk that was snared but 

still attached 

Immobilizing a snared hyaena 

Immobilizing a snared lioness 



9J-SLC finally moves in to the park 

 
Aerial operations have become an essential part of our law enforcement program. The flying routine has 

highlighted the importance of continuously improving communication with the patrols on the ground so 

as to maximize aerial patrol control and support. The South Luangwa Park represents an immense area 

to survey and it is important to have a clear knowledge of which areas are being covered. For each 

recorded flight, information such as waypoints of interest (carcasses, camps, fires, drying racks, animal 

movement and distribution, ground patrol position and coverage etc) are available and recorded. This 

system allows us to have an instant view of the aerial coverage of the park and GMA’s, as well as 

plotting of any important information. All the information gathered is then downloaded onto Map 

Source and viewed on Google Earth. Most of the efforts to date have focused on improving the ground 

to air communications, monitoring of scout movements and effectiveness and carcass detection. 

Unfortunately we had to say goodbye to our pilot, Jerome Hugonot who had been with us for a year. 

Jerome did an excellent job setting up our flying operation but decided to leave Zambia for personal 

reasons. We wish him well and are currently still looking for a new pilot. 

 

 

 

                                                                                                  

This years’ 4 x 4 Elephant Charge 

Conservation Event was the best one 

yet. The charge raised almost double 

of what it did last year, a staggering 

$180,000, all for conservation in 

Zambia. It was in an excellent 

location and a tough course. Even 

more staggering was our team ‘The 

Carvnivores’ was one of only three 

cars to finish the race and we came   

second place after the impressive 

Camel team. 

2013 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The 2013 annual SLCS fun run held on 6th July was the best so far!! It continues 

to grow every year and proof of this is that we ran out of t-shirts for the runners this year. Close to 300 

people ran the race and nearly 3000 people attended during the day. The event was spiced up with 

Zambian footballer, Chintu Kampamba who not only gave a speech and entertained everyone with his 

presence but he also ran the 10km’s. The Fun Run has become a fixed calendar event which people look 

forward to throughout the year. It is a day of fun, sports and entertainment in a community where there 

aren’t many opportunities for such activities. The theme was wildlife conservation as usual and specific 

emphasis was made by the DC and sports celebrities how essential it is for each one of us to take part in 

caring for our environment. 

As we start our wet season programs now, we look forward to bringing you more news on time in the 

New Year. Have a great Christmas.  

Human Wildlife Conflict 

Mitigation 

As we prepare for the upcoming farming season, our HWC mitigation 

team and chilli blasters are busy guarding maize stores, preparing chilli 

liquid balls, collecting data on damages, supervising the ongoing 

construction of elephant safe grain stores, holding chilli workshops and 

supervising the chilli nurseries. Our HWC work has expanded to Malama 

Chiefdom this year, who also suffer immense crop damage from 

elephants. 

Our new elephant friendly products, lemon grass tea and packed chilli are 

now on sale in lodges and Tribal Textiles. 

We would like to thank Awely for their ongoing support with funding and 

coordinating our whole HWC program from France (www.awely.org) 

 


